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Questions: Muslims
Whatever we perceive in the
world around us tends to
ref lect who we are and what
we care about most deeply,
as in the old saying, ‘When
a thief sees a saint, all he
sees are his pockets.’
Sheikh Ragip
The quotation from Sheikh Ragip
perhaps explains responses we
sometimes encounter in our
classrooms and beyond. When
people encounter Islam, what do
their responses reveal about their
own assumptions and perceptions?
Questions: Muslims seeks to address
these perceptions – to help young
people look at Islam with fresh
eyes, to raise their awareness of
the richness and diversity of Islam in
Britain, and to remove some of the
misunderstandings they may hold.

This book focuses on questions that
students and young people ask
about Muslims and Islam. It offers four
examples of compelling learning –
or perhaps five, as the last article is
really a double offering. There are
activities that offer an entry point
for 11–12 year olds, and others that
will suit your 14 –16s. It displays the
key features of the series – being
practical, adaptable, open to depth,
realistic and thoughtful. It includes
original contributions from Muslims,
offering their personal reflections
on living their faith. It moves from
the familiar – the Five Pillars and the
mosque – to the unfamiliar – the
poems of Rumi. It looks at some
of the diversity of Islam in Britain
today and its contributions to our
national life. It supports teachers in
handling the difficult concept of
jihad, and also provides strategies
for getting students to deepen their
understanding of Islam and develop
their own thinking skills. Throughout
it seeks to engage students in
thoughtful reflection on what they
can learn from the beliefs and
practices of Islam.
Stephen Pett
Editor
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A view from inside Islam
What matters most in British Islam at
the moment? Why?

We asked Nasima Hassan,
who trains teachers at the
University of East London,
to bring an authentic
educationalist’s voice
from inside British Islam to
this publication. Here are
her inspiring and thoughtprovoking comments.

What do you want young people to
know about Islam in 21st-century
Britain?
Islam is a religion with Semitic roots
and a global 21st-century identity.
Muslims around the world differ
greatly in culture, but they are united
in the basic creed and tenets of the
faith – as a way of life.
Muslims in Britain have roots in many
global locations – reflecting the
multicultural, multiracial, multiethnic
dimensions of the population. They
do not all look the same, nor do they
practise their faith in identical ways.
British Muslims are often bridging two
or more cultural heritages and as
a result choose to self-identify and
define themselves in many different
ways. To illustrate, the Turkish Muslim
community in Stoke Newington,
London, use the label ‘Turkish
Muslims’; however, the Pakistani
community in Birmingham may opt
for a variety of labels including ‘British
Kashmiri’, ‘British Mirpuri’, or ‘Pakistani
Muslim’.
This ‘multiplicity’ reflects a rich mix
of backgrounds and histories. As
second and third generations grow
up in Britain, a developing sense
of ‘Britishness’ is entwined with that
mix of cultures. I hope that young
people are aware that many British
Muslims are loyal to this country, that
they consider themselves to be more
British than any other culture and that
they represent a more progressive
face of Islam. It is important that we
do not reduce this diversity to talk
of ‘a’ single Muslim community, with
a very distinct identity and history.
Young people should know that Islam
is a way of life, not a set of rituals
that take place on a special day.
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There are a number of challenges
facing British Islam: some are
a result of events around the
world and others are a result of
intergenerational clash and conflict.
Here are five examples:
1 British Muslims have to take seriously
the many stereotypes associated
with Islam. They have to be seen
to condemn acts of aggression,
reinforcing the notion that Muslims
are not terrorists. They must
reinforce the message that socalled ‘home-grown’ terrorists are
not a reflection of the wider British
Muslim community but rather a
result of deep disaffection, loss,
mis-education and dangerous
influences from a number of
sources. Such individuals are, in
fact, a source of great shame to
much of British Islam.
2 Muslim women must engage in all
levels of society – and do so
wearing a hijab or a niqab
(whichever is their personal
preference), to show that Islam
does not subjugate and oppress
women. Muslims must interact with
other faiths (and with people of no
faith) to show that Islam is a nonjudgemental, inclusive worldview.
Islam Awareness Week and other
such interfaith activities are good
examples of this type of work.
3 The occupation of Afghanistan,
the war in Iraq, the oppression of
innocent Palestinians by the Israelis
are pressing global concerns for
all Muslims, and British Muslims
have mobilised themselves in terms
of political pressure groups and
charity organisations in order to
voice their concerns.

What are the questions that Muslims
worry about? What are the issues that
the Muslim communities hope will
move on in the next couple of years?
Muslims vary greatly in their worries.
Elders fear the rise of radicalisation
and the inappropriate path chosen
by some young men and women.
They also worry about the influences
of living in a Western society (alcohol,
sex before marriage, unwanted
pregnancy, leaving home, not living
in extended family settings).
Muslims who were born in Britain and
are now raising their own families
are preoccupied with educational
matters – sex education in primary
schools, separate schools for girls,
Islamic schools, post-16 options – and
ensuring that the Islamic education
does not become devalued in the
race to succeed at school/college/
university.
Young Muslims are ‘finding
themselves’ and learning about who
they are. Fashion, music, relationships,
ambitions and aspirations are very
diverse and, at times, differ greatly
from those held by their parents and
grandparents.
The Muslim community hopes for
greater integration in all levels of
society, from the professional football
pitch, the legal system, the police
and the local authority to schools
and community settings. This will
gradually eradicate experiences
of ‘white flight’ and reduce the
impact of powerful and destructive
stereotypes. It will also facilitate
greater interfaith harmony and
understanding, for example, about
the wearing of Islamic dress by both
men and women in the workplace,
and the importance of observing
prayer times during the working day.

4 The rise of the British National
Party and their particular brand
of Islamophobia is a real threat
to British Islam and a provocation
to some young people who are
easily influenced and open to
‘radicalisation’.
5 There’s also a challenge to do
with accessible public spaces for
ablutions and prayers in schools,
places of work, university campuses,
shopping malls and so on.
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What are your favourite stories and
sayings of the Prophet Muhammad?

How can the stereotypes of Islam be
addressed?

Here’s a Hadith from Imam Nawawi’s
collection. On the authority of
Anas bin Malik, the servant of the
messenger of Allah, the prophet said:
‘None of you [truly] believes until he
wishes for his brother what he wishes
for himself’ (related by Bukhari and
Muslim). It is a very solid reminder
about our duty to our fellow human
beings.

I think that active engagement with
local Muslims can help to unpack
stereotypes. Visiting speakers and
interaction with appropriate authority
figures can be very beneficial;
however, caution must be exercised
with the choices made. If Muslims
are not local, then profiling Muslims
who are proactive and positive role
models (Amir Khan, Timothy Winter,
Hamza Yusuf, Salma Yaqoob, Yusuf
Islam and Nicolas Anelka) is an
alternative.

I like this story too: A man complained about not understanding the
meaning in Arabic and feeling that
the recitation in Arabic is a pointless
exercise. His wise teacher responded:
‘A teacher instructed his pupil to take
a muddy wicker basket and fill it with
water from a well and to carry water
in the basket to a nearby house.
The pupil was mystified. The basket
was dirty, and everyone knows you
can’t carry water in a basket. Still, he
tried. After many attempts, the pupil
returned to the teacher: “I have not
been able to get any water to the
house.” “But look at the basket,” said
the teacher. It was no longer muddy.
The repeated trips backwards and
forwards to the well had cleaned
away all the mud. The activity wasn’t
wasted.’
Constant recitation of the Qur’an in
Arabic can clean away any darkness
from the heart and the mind, and
can offer deeper spiritual fulfilment.
This is a valuable teaching for Muslims
who struggle to learn Arabic and to
maintain the tradition of recitation in
Arabic.
What issues do you want RE teachers
to remember when they plan to
teach about Islam?
1 There’s great diversity within the
British Muslim community and not
all Muslims practise their faith in the
same way; different expressions
of practice can be equally valid.
For example, not all Muslims wear
shalwar kameez when praying.
2 Remember that interactive and
engaging resources can be used in
the teaching of Islam, which in turn
can challenge notions of a single
identity or negative stereotypes.
3 Prayer is much more than a set of
physical movements and words,
and just concentrating on the
actions can be limiting.
4 Keep making the point that Islam is
a global religion with a vast
heritage that has made great
contributions in a number of
disciplines. Learning the names and
work of Muslim artists or scientists
is important in representing that
history.
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Confronting stereotypes with pupils
is also important – as silence or
avoidance is a problematic response.
Promoting and managing open
discussion can gradually challenge
stereotypical notions.
Using creative materials and
resources depicting Muslims from
all races can also challenge
stereotypes.
How is the Muslim community
developing the identities of British
Islam?
British Muslims have developed
‘hybrid’ identities – a mix of many
different influences. No one heritage
seems to take precedence, instead
many ‘intersections’ are evident.
Therefore, British Islam is a true
reflection of wider British society – a
collection of people from many
different backgrounds, with a
wealth of linguistic, cultural and
creative practices. This is evident in
the different ways the hijab is worn
(the sober shades worn by Somali
women compared with the very
colourful textures of Moroccan Arab
women), and also the different
ways in which Muslims choose to
integrate and interact with society.
For example, some traditional Muslims
will not attend events where men
and women can mix freely, whereas
other groups will actively organise
such events, thus ensuring that future
generations are more liberal in their
thinking and outlook.
Some people say Islam is sexist. How
can this best be answered?
Islam is a religion rooted in and
based on patriarchy. The Prophets
of Islam are all men and Arabia is a
deeply entrenched patriarchal (and
class-based) society, even to this day.
Though women are afforded equal
rights and many support systems for
women exist in Islam (e.g. in terms
of inheritance, status in selecting
a marriage partner, education),
culturally these rights have been
diminished by men. This is a feature of
Islam, past, present and future.

The horrific example of the Taliban
regime is an example of male
domination: it’s not the practice of
Islam. Other examples of how some
Muslim men have oppressed and
subjugated some Muslim women
are female genital mutilation, forced
marriages and domestic abuse. In
acknowledging these terrible aspects
of cultural Islam, Muslims have a
responsibility to ensure that they do
not persist. Pressure groups (both
secular and Muslim in orientation)
seek to support female victims.
Even the Home Office is active in
addressing the problematic issue
of forced marriages. However,
the problem lies within the Muslim
community.
Thus, the allegation that Islam is sexist
is true in many instances, but this
is not in the true spirit of Islam, but
rather from the culturally entrenched
ideas of ignorant people.
What else would you like to say?
As a British Muslim living in a very
diverse borough of inner London,
I feel I learn about my faith all the
time. My understanding of what Islam
is becoming is increasingly fluid; it
has many shades and change is
very rapid. This Islam is so different
from the Islam my parents taught me
about in the northern mill town of my
childhood.
I think that this level of diversity is
both encouraging and daunting.
The fear is that practices become
so diluted that ‘innovation’ takes
place: a very un-Islamic practice.
The promise is of a richer mix of
believers in the future, I feel. This
new, modern version of Islam is not
shackled by culture: instead all are
equally welcomed, respected and
valued – a true representation of the
‘ummah’.

For the classroom
This article was written mostly
to inform teachers of RE in their
understanding of the faith in Britain
today, but why not use it with your
senior students as well? Read it
together and discuss these questions:
• What did Nasima say that surprised
you?
• What are Nasima’s main concerns
about Islam in Britain today? Do
you understand them?
• What connections are there in the
interview between Islam in the past
and Islam looking to the future?
• What else would you have asked
Nasima?
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What does it mean to be a
Muslim in Britain today?
Five Pillars and the
mosque
Assessment

Summary of learning
It is fascinating to see how British
Muslim children practise their faith,
and to trace the impact of their
identity on their lives. This set of lesson
ideas uses original material from
young British Muslims to enable any
student in the 11–14 age range to
understand the practice of the faith
and to open up the possibility of
learning from Islam.
• Forty quotations from Muslims in
Britain aged 7–14 are the basic
resource.
• There are eight quotations about
each of the Five Pillars of Islam.
• Four different activities, each
using a different thinking skill, are
suggested, and then a structure
for students’ own reflections on
their own intentions, choices and
ambitions is provided.
• Making a mini model mosque
(template provided on p.10) opens
up opportunities for students
to think about worship and
community.
• Get them to ask five questions
of their own about the mosque
model, and how it is used, then
plan an enquiry to enable them to
find answers.

Significance of the Five
Pillars
The Five Pillars of Islam are not all
of equal significance. Belief in Allah
and the Prophets comes first. The fifth
pillar is not optional.

The work can be assessed using the
template on p.8. This asks students to
think carefully about their own lives
in the light of their learning about
Islam. Get them to use the sheet to
record initial ideas, then discuss the
different ideas they have come up
with in a group, before working to
redraft a final, thoughtful page. The
final row of the template often shows
achievement at level 4 if it is done
thoughtfully.

Outcomes
This work can make a major
focus for assessing what students
have learned about Islam and
learned from Islam. The ‘I can
. . .’ statements below suggest
outcomes from levels 3 to 5.

Description of achievement:
I can . . .

Connections
This unit makes a clear contribution
to promoting community cohesion,
with a focus on enabling students
to respond to Muslim beliefs and
practices with empathy, respect and
sensitivity.

Questions
• Which is the most demanding of
the Five Pillars? Why?
• How do the practices of the Five
Pillars structure Islam and the daily
lives of Muslims?
• How does the mosque express
Muslim beliefs?
• How do the Five Pillars give identity
to individual Muslims and to the
worldwide Ummah?
• Do I have beliefs that bring
meaning and purpose to my life?
• How does my behaviour express
what is most important to me?

Level 3
• describe what Muslims do to
practise the Five Pillars.
• make links between Muslim
intentions and ambitions
and my own intentions and
ambitions.

Level 4
• use the right words to show that
I understand how following the
Five Pillars can strengthen and
shape Muslim life.
• apply ideas like duty, intention,
determination or belief to
Muslim worship and ways of
life, and to my own way of life.

Level 5
• explain clearly connections
between worship, ritual and
belief in the practice of the
Five Pillars.
• express clear and coherent
views about the significance of
the Pillars and the mosque in
Islam.

The pillars each have an interesting
time dimension to their practice:
• believe every moment
• pray five times daily
• give when you do your accounts
• fast for a month out of the year
• travel to Makkah once in a lifetime
if you can.
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For Muslims, faith provides a chance
to live a life under the guidance of
Allah. If you begin with the name of
Allah, then Allah will help you.

Our religion is Islam, we believe in
only one God, who is Allah. And
Muhammad
is the last prophet.
Being Muslims, we follow
Muhammad and worship Allah.

It is very difficult to describe exactly
how prayer makes me feel. One
feeling is being refreshed, and
ready to carry on with the rest of the
day. Also that God is there for me
and will forgive me if I should do
something wrong.

I believe that the Prophet
Muhammad was sent from
Allah. He was a very honest and
reliable person: even a nonbeliever called him Sadiq (which
means trustful).

It gives you better discipline and
moral stature if you pray five times a
day. However, some people are lazy
and miss their prayers.
Unfortunately one of those
idle people is me.

When I pray, I feel very relaxed
and happy, especially on the Friday
Prayer, which keeps us Muslims
together and united.

When worshipping, think about
who you are worshipping.
Have faith in what you have
been taught. Nobody is worthy
of worship except Allah.

Friday prayer emphasises
the feeling of Ummah, of
brotherhood and equality.
No distinctions are made
in prayer.

Money isn’t everything.
This pillar reminds us of
all the best things in life,
and to help the needy.
It disciplines you.

On the Day of Judgement,
two angels will give our record
books to Allah, and Allah will
be deciding who will enter
Paradise.

The prayer makes me
feel that I communicate
with God.

One of my uncles was very
poor when he first came to
Britain, and he was given
money to help him from the
mosque. He’s well off now,
and the most generous
man I know.

I believe in the Day of
Judgement, I think it is
interesting. In the Qur'an it
says we will be resurrected
and asked many questions
by the angel. One is 'What is
your religion?'

Prayer makes me
feel more lively and
responsible, a new
person inside.

Islamic Relief is a
big Muslim charity which
uses our Zakat to help
those who are needy
all over the world.

God is one.
We
worship.

Prayer should help us to
stop doing evil. It is
something solemn, not a
joke. It should make us
feel close to Allah, just
as if He is right there
in front of us.

Giving is
good.

For the good person, the
grave will be like your
mother hugging you, and
will turn into a heaven
much bigger.

Prayer makes me feel
strength in my
faith, and develops a
united community.
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We like to give Zakat because we
get the feel of how it is for poor
people when they have no food
to eat, and we realise
not to waste.

At the end of Ramadan, I have
mixed feelings: achievement and
regret. I thank God that I’ve been
able to keep my fasts, but I regret
not having done better, especially
in improving my behaviour.

I went on Hajj when I was 12. It was
very big, with people there from
all over the world, many different
countries, races and colours. I was
amazed. Nobody did bad things like
hit each other or steal.

The Prophet said that
whoever is good to the
poor pleases God.

I think Ramadan is a good
event. If you fast you
become very aware of
yourself and very
God-conscious too.

I feel very happy when I hear about
Makkah: this city is important to us because it is the oldest place of worship,
and our Holy Prophet was born here.
I have been to the sacred city, and it
made me cry when I first saw how
beautiful the Ka’bah was in reality.

When you give money away,
you’re not thinking ‘I could
have spent that.’ You’re thinking ‘Allah has been good to
me.’ It makes you thankful.

Fasting places a strain on some
school days, for instance when
you're playing sport you tend to get
thirsty. But I believe this is a small
price to pay for fulfilling my duties
as a Muslim.

Makkah is very important because it’s
a meeting place for the whole human
race. I would like to see where the
Prophet stood and preached.

This pillar is a training
programme in which I
feel for the poor, plus I
can try and help.

Each year in Ramadan, I learn
a new thing about myself, and
I also get rid of at least one
bad trait in myself. It teaches
self-control, which is
very badly needed among
us humans.

In Hajj, people go and circulate the Holy
Ka'bah and they do not pull a single hair out,
or kill any fly or insect. You feel happy that
you are pleasing Allah.I have heard people say
that on Hajj they feel at ease, because they
know Allah is there with them.

Insh'Allah I have been
keeping the fast for seven
years now. Ramadan is a
month in which you and your
Lord are very close.

We fast to remember the
poverty in the poorer
countries of the world, and
how we could help by
giving money. It makes us
thankful to God.

I think Makkah is beautiful: there you
can worship Allah from your heart, and
ask for forgiveness. I have never been to
Makkah, but I have great emotions about
the city. I am going to make sure I get a
chance to visit Makkah, Insh'Allah.

Id-ul-Fitr is my favourite day in the whole
year. I meet most of my cousins in the
mosque, greeting each other with ‘salam’.
Every Muslim in the world will be
celebrating our Holy Prophet
Muhammad
. It’s the day after
Ramadan, and the Imam does a
beautiful speech.

My Dad has been to Makkah. He says
its important because all Muslims
around the world come together, not
interested in their colour, language
or wealth, but united as brothers and
sisters in their religion.

The most important thing
to me about pilgrimage is
that the Holy Prophet
has stood on the soil of
Makkah.

I do observe Ramadan for thirty
days, because that's what our
Prophet did, and he obeyed Allah.
Ramadan is very important to
Muslims because it is the month
when the glorious Qur'an was
revealed.

When I went, I saw the
Ka’bah. It felt like I
just wanted to run
towards it, and submit.
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Giving is
good.
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